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About This Game

The Kingdom of Fairbridge was saved, this time. While this battle is over in your favor, the war continues. Goblins, Orcs and
Troll troops have regrouped in the mountains and prepare for the next brutal onslaught. The kingdoms best, finely crafted

Dwarven weapons are now at your disposal. In your hands, this legendary arsenal's special powers may be able to finally defeat
this relentless enemy.

Use your towers weapons and command your warriors to push the invading Goblin lead troops out of the Kingdom while finding
the secret of their strength.

Take the battle from the castle walls to the mountains, caves and desert valleys that surround the kingdom. Choose your
defensive strategy by placing your specialized dwarven weapons around the battle field. Upgrade and improve your weapons as
you journey deeper into the homeland of the goblins and a cadre of nefarious underworld dwellers. Turn the tide of battle as the
dwarven commander by using explosive charges, bindinding advancing enemies or sound the battle cry to increase your armies

strength.

Key Features

  An easy to pick up introduction to tower defense

  Hand drawn scenes and animations
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 32 tower upgrades including uber towers with special abilities

 30 enemy types, from the goblin horde to the flying undead

 12 map campaign to save the kingdom plus 2 battle maps once the campaign is completed

Experience the FULL thrilling power of the Dwarven mercenary force on your PC!
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Artifex Mundi
Publisher:
Viva Media, Inc
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2013
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English,French,German,Russian
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This game is cool. Beautiful art and relaxing song

It's kinda gives calming vibe which is nice :). This game.. nop. The single player is just a bunch of bot maches with a few meh
cutscenes. The world building of a world on the brink due to fuel shortages could be interesting but since you don't personaly
see anyone effected by it it doesn't have much impact. i wish the worldbuilding was bigger gameplay is solid.. My first Ys title
and what an introduction.

Fast, frenetic combat, multiple characters with complex fighting styles, impressive soundtrack, Zelda like dungeons, a very good
title.

The gameplay is easy to learn and gradually becomes more complex. This game eases you into its difficulty, allowing you time
and practice to digest its mechanics before adding another one in your plate. As such, you never feel overwhelmed with the
options and mechanic. Contrast it to another action JRPG, Tales of Zesteria, who had a pretty dense gameplay which got
progressively more convoluted, with tutorials that were essentially exposition dumps and you had a game that was very deep but
no one bothered trying to learn. Ys Seven has challenging gameplay that has perfect pacing.

Story is fairly predictable with a few good moments and twists. Solid and servicable, but not really mind blowing. Characters are
fairly well written. Some more than others but no one comes off as annoying. Overall, a well made action rpg. A must play for
fans of the genre. I can't wait for the next Ys title to come out on steam, which will be in a few days.
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Not happy at all!!! Better off with the original IHH model, if you already own it.... I don't recomend this!!
Uses the same terrible Whistle as the IHH version, Has a restricted Cab camera so you can't see the tender and losses pressure to
easily above 55mph.
And unlike the original IHH version, you are not able to change the head-codes on the fly!! In my opinion, it was a waste of
money!!! :(. I have played quite a few of the moto gp games on different systems and by far this is the best "real feel" I can get
from my xbox controller, I love the whole game although having the managerial in the last one (moto gp 17) now makes me
think I am missing something from this one, highly recommend motogp 18! beautiful game! esport just started so you better
hurry up and get it!. This is a great game, with amazing gameplay, but it takes a long time to find a match. THIS WAS FUN.
The game is quite good and I really like it. There is plenty of puzzles which are not obvious and can provide a decent challenge.
The avatar art doesn't seem to match but it is still good, the story is quite intriguing. Can be hard to follow at first but it keeps
you interested. Overall, the game is well done and I highly recommend it, especially at the listed price.

. i highly recommend this game to casual gamers it wasnt much of a challenge but it was really fun how you could lead the
pillars to battle and costumize them your own way!!!!!!!. It's a map about the size of an American football pitch.

There is no textures no cover.

Enemies appear, they kill you only when close, they appear as linearly. You die.

That's the concept.

This shouldn't even be in Alpha, this is a disgrace.. Where to begin? this game have potential, but everything feels wrong

Pros:
- good graphics for a small 1gb game
- Decent Cockpit details
- Plane Color Customization is pretty nice to look at

Cons:

- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Dogfight system (Like Ace Combat Assault Horizon's DFM mode), where almost
every gun kill have to go through this system.
- Badly implemented multi character system (Rather than force 2 characters in one fight, why not two seperate stories or you
pick who will you play as?) and if you use the other one, the one you didnt use starts to Beg for you to use them, this isnt like
any Flight game where you play in a squad\/team where they at least let you give orders to the other person
- Horrible Bomb mechanics and bomb camera
- Bad Optimization (Have to Run at a windowed and lowered resolution on my Gtx 950M, cant go fullscreen and 1080p)
- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Default Controls, and un rebindable (unless you have to go through a .ini File)
- pretty confusing missions ( The mission in the Canyon chasing the P-80s is a bad example, your character says that he'll follow
the target, yet the objective tells me to shoot it down)
- I dont know how to say this but if a plane have multiple guns, only two of them will fire (example only 2 guns of the spitfire's
wings will fire instead of four of them"
- And pretty bad cutscene

If you're going to buy this to scratch that Crimson skies itch, then this wont satisfy it although it can scratch that itch if its
properly made. Mac版，你值得拥有。
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